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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 

CLASS: JSS2 

SUBJECT TEACHER: ANAGBADO, MIRIAN A. 

DURATION: WEEK 4-10 

ANGLE OF ELEVATION AND DEPRESSION 

Angle of elevation is the angle between the horizontal line and the line that joins the point of 

observation of object up above the horizontal line.  

Angle  of  depression  is the angle between the horizontal line and the lines that joins the point of the 

observation of the object when observed below the horizontal line. An observer can raise or elevate 

his head to view the top of any object which is taller or higher than buildings, eg. (Church or mosque) 

towers, telephone or an electricity pole, hills, person taller than you, any point on the ceiling of a 

room or classroom and any object hanging high on the wall of a hall.  

Diagram showing angle of elevation 

 

                                                                                                                                         Flag 

                                                                           

                                             Angle Of elevation 

                                                                           θ 

                                                  observer            Horizontal level 

 

                                                                                                                ground level 

Diagram showing angle of depression 

                                                 Horizontal level 

                                                   θ 

                          Observer 

                                                 Angle of 

                                                   Depression 

  

      Object 
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USE OF SOH CAH TOA and workings on angle of elevation and depression. 

SOH: S = Sin θ 

          O = Opposite 

          H = Hypothenus 

CAH: C = Cosine θ 

          A = Adjacent 

          H = Hypothenus 

TOA: T = Tangent θ 

          O = Opposite 

          A = Adjacent 

Sin θ is used to solve when there are two values for opposite and hypothenus, then CAH is used to 

solve when there are two values for adjacent and hypothenus and finally TOA when there are values 

for opposite and adjacent.  

Therefore: 

Sin θ = Opp/Hypo 

Cos θ = Adj/Hypo 

Tan θ = Opp/Adj 

Exercises 

1. A man views the angle of elevation of a tower to be 300. He is 40m away from the foot of the 

building and at the same level. Find the height of the tower 

               Solution: 

 

 

                                                         Hypo                          opposite 

 

      Height(H)  

 

                                          300 

                                  MAN                40m (adj) foot of building 
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To find the height of the tower here we are going to use TOA; 

That is, tan θ = Opp/Adj 

Because we have the two values to use them. 

 

That is; H (Opp) = Tan 300 

            40m (adj)         1 

 

Then, cross multiply 

H * 1 = 40m * tan 30o 

H = 40m * 0.5774 

H = 23.09m (approximately 23m) 

 

 

2. Obi views the angle of elevation of a telephone mask to be 400. If he is standing 20m away 

from the foot of the mask. Find the height of the telephone mask. 

Solution: 
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                                                                    Hyp                           

                                                             

 

TOA = Opp/Adj 

Therefore, 

       H     =   tan 400 

     20m           1 

H * 1 = 20m * tan 400,then TAN40=0.8391 

H = 20m * 0.8391 

H = 16.782m (approximately 17m) 

 

 

 

3. A boy 1.5m tall, while standing, views the top of an electricity pole at an angle of elevation of 

350. If the boy is 11m from the pole, find the height of the pole. 

 

 

 

 

Solution: 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                             H 

                                                                                      350                                                                  

                                                                                1.5m         11m                               electric pole 

 

H         =       tan 350                                                              boy 

11m         1 

 
11 * 1 = 11m * tan 350 

H = 11m * 0.7002 

H = 7.7022 

Then to get the height of the pole =  

1.5m   height of the boy plus 7.7002m height of the pole 

That is,  

1.5m + 7.7022m 

H = 9.2m 

4. A man reports that an aero plane is directly overhead. A man 6km away estimates the angle 

of elevation to be 600. Find the height of the aero plane from the ground. 

40° 

Height of the mask 

Obi 20m (Adjacent) 

aeroplane 
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Solution  

 

                                                                      

 

                                         Height(y)                                                          

 

 

Tan θ = opp/adj 

H  =  tan 600 

6km    1 

 

              Y * 1 = 6km * tan 60 

               Y = 6 * 1.73205 

                Y = 10.4m 

 

5. A man finds the angle of depression of a parked bus to be 500, from a floor 25m high in a   

storey building. Calculate the distance of the bus from:  

a. The foot of the building 

b. The man 

Solution:                                                 MAN 

 

                                                           25m                    hypo (x) 

 

                                                                                                500 

                                                                                         n                    BUS 

we use TOA because we have n (adj) and 25m (opp) 

a. The distance of the bus from foot of the building  

 

25m = tan 50 

                  n            1    

            n * tan 50 = 25m * 1  

            n * 1.1917 = 25m 

                 1.1917n = 25m 

                  1.1917n = 25m 

                   1.1917       1.1917 

60o 

Man           6km 
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                   N = 20.91m 

b. Distance of the bus from the man 

              That is SOH,
25m 

𝑥
 =

𝑠𝑖𝑛50

1
  

                               

            25m * 1 = x * Sin 500  

             25m = Sin 50x 

              25m = 0.7660x  

                 0.7660x = 25m 

                  0.7660       0.7660 

                   X = 33m 

WEEK FIVE 

SUM OF ANGLES OF A POLYGON 

Polygon is a figure surrounded by a straight lines. We have Regular and Irregular polygons. 

a. Regular polygons: These are polygons in which all the sides, length and angles are equal e.g. 

Square, rhombus 

b. Irregular polygons: This are the polygons in which all the sides and angles are not equal e.g. 

Rectangle, trapezium etc.  

There are two main types of polygons: 

1. Convex polygon: The convex polygon is one in which all the angles are either obtuse or acute 

angle. 

                      

 

2. Concave polygons: They are also called re-entrant polygon. Concave or re-entrant polygon 

has at least one reflex angle. 

 

 

Sum of angles of a convex polygon 

1. Let us go to the sum of interior angles of a triangle. 

                                                      A 

 

 

 

                                            N 
n 

m 

p 
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                                B                                     C 

Sum of interior (inside angle) = m+n+p =1800, that is, the sum of angles of three sided 

polygon is 1800. 

 

 

2. For a quadrilateral 

                               A                                                       D 

 

 

 

                      B                                                          C 

 

 

We can see that we got two triangles from a quadrilateral. From the figure above. We see that 

(p+q+r) = 1800 (Sum of angles in a triangle) then (s+t+u) = 1800 (Sum of angles in a 

triangle). Therefore, (p+q+r) + (s+t+u) = 1800 + 1800 = 3600. Then we conclude that the 

angle sum of a quadrilateral is equal to 2*180 = 3600. 

For n-sided polygon, the sum of interior angles is (n-2)180: (n-2) is the number of triangles 

that can be obtained from the convex polygon, while n is number of sides while 180 is the 

sum of triangles in a triangle  

OR  

Sum of interior angles = (2n-4)*900 

 

Sum of exterior angles of n-sided polygons    

The sum of the exterior angles of n-sided polygon is 3600. 

Formular 

Each interior angle = 
(𝑛−2)∗180

𝑛
 

OR 

=
(2𝑛−4)∗90

𝑛
 

        

These two formulas are used when you are required to calculate the number of sides of a 

polygon with given interior angle. 

 

Examples 

1. Find the sum of the interior angle of a polygon with thirteen sides 

Solution  

The sum of interior angle = (n-2) * 1800 

Where n = 13  

That is (13-2) * 180 

11 * 1800 

= 19800 
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OR  

(2n-4) * 900 

(2 * 13 - 4)* 900 

(26-4) * 900 

22 * 900 

= 19800 

 

 

2. Calculate the sum of the interior angles of a polygon with 18 sides. 

Solution  

Sum of interior angle = (n-2) * 1800 where n = 18 

That is, (18-2) * 1800 

16 * 1800 = 28800 

 

 

3. How many sides has a regular polygon if its interior angles are 135 each. 

Solution  

Each interior angle =  

(2n-4) * 90/n     OR (n-2) * 1800/n 

that is, 

(2n-4) * 900 = 1350 

         n                  1 

cross multiply, 

that is, (2n-4) * 90 * 1 = 1350 * n0 

that is, (2n-4) * 90 = 135n 

 

open the bracket, 

that is, 2n * 900 – 4 * 900 = 135n 

 

180n – 360 = 135n 

Collect like terms, 

1800n – 1350n = 3600 

45n = 360 

Divide both sides by 45, 

Therefore, 45n = 3600 

                      45      45 

n = 8 sides 

  

 

 

4. How many sides has a regular polygon if its interior angle is 60 each 

Solution  
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Each interior angles = (n-2) * 1800 

                                                 n 

 

that is, (n-2) * 1800   =  60 

                       n                  1 

that is, (n-2) * 1800 * 1 = n * 600 

             (n-2) * 1800 = 600n 

1800n – 3600n = 600n 

Collect like terms, 

1800n – 600n = 3600 

1200n = 3600 

Divide both sides by 1200n, 

1200n /120= 3600 /120 

n = 3 sides 

 

                                                                                     

Find the missing angles in the diagrams below: 

1.  

                                                                    X 

 

                                                     550                      600 

 

Solution: 

X + 550 + 600 = 1800 

That is sum of angles in a triangle 

X + 1150 = 1800 

Therefore, x = 1800 - 1150 

X = 650 

 

2.  

 

 

                                                           400     n 

 

400 + n = 900 
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That is, sum of angle in a right angle. 

That is, 400 + n = 900 

n = 900 – 400 

n = 500 

 

 

3.  

 

 

 

                                  250     m 

Solution: 

250 + m = 900 

That is sum of angle in a right angle, 25 + 𝑚 = 90° ; 𝑚 = 90° − 25°; 𝑚 = 65° 

 

4.  

                                450                                           x 

                            

                      150                                       1300 

 

Solution: 

 

45 + 𝑥 + 15° + 130° = 360° , 

𝑖𝑒, 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛  𝑎 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙, 𝑖𝑒, 45 + 𝑥 + 15 + 30 = 360°   

𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠, 45 + 15 + 130 + 𝑥 = 360°   

190° + 𝑥 = 360, 

 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑠, 𝑥 = 360 − 190°   

𝑥 = 170° 
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5.  

 

                                                                                  x 

                                                                         1500 

 

 

Solution: 

150° + 𝑥 = 180°, 

 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒, 

 𝑖𝑒, 150 + 𝑥 = 180°, 

 𝑥 = 180° − 150° 

, 𝑥 = 30° 

 

6.  

 

 

                                                                                700     q   650 

Solution: 

70° + 65° + 𝑞 = 180° 

, 𝑖𝑒, 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒, 

 𝑖𝑒 70° + 65° + 𝑞 = 180°  

 135° + 𝑞 = 180°   

𝑞 = 180° − 135°  

𝑞 = 45° 

 

 

 

WEEK SIX 

BEARING AND DISTANCES 
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Bearing is used to describe the position of an object with reference to another object. This is the 

amount of space covered by a person within a given period of time. 

The cardinal points direction: 

 

 

 

The major cardinal points are North(N), South(S), East(E) and West(W). The minor cardinal 

positions are North-East(NE), North-West(NW), South-West(SW), South-East(SE). These directions 

are used to locate places with references to the cardinal points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three figure bearing 
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The compass is an instrument used in finding directions. It is made up of a circular pie consisting of 

cardinal directions together with a needle in the form of an arrow. 

The compass 

 

 

It is graduated from 0 to 360 from the north direction when turning clockwise as shown above. 

Compass is very useful to sailors and pilots in finding their direction. 

Distance: Is the amount of space covered by a person within a given period of time. Bearing is used 

to describe the position of an object with reference to another object. Bearing is measured from the 

line due North in a clockwise direction. We use compass to find the bearings of objects and positions. 

 

 

There are two types of bearing. 

1. Three figure or surveyor’s bearing. 

2. Compass bearing 
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Example 1:Use three figure bearing to show the following bearings of a, b, c, x and d from n.

  

  

Solution  

1. The bearing of a from n is 0450. 

2. The bearing of b from n is 1350 

3. The bearing of c from n is 2250 

4. The bearing of x from n is 2700 

5. The bearing of d from n is 3150 

 

 

Examples 

1. If the bearing of A from B is 0650. Find the bearing of B from A. 

Solution: 

                                                                                                       N 

                                                                                                          900 

                                                                                            W    65 C 90C     E 

                                                                                                         S 

 

                                                N 
                                                   0650- 

                                    W                 E 

                                               S 

                                              

 

 

Therefore, the bearing of A from B is 900 + 900 + 650 is 2450. 

 

2. The bearing of p from q is 0990. Find the bearing of q from p. 
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Solution: 

      N 

W              990    E 

 

    S 

                                                         N 

                                       W                    E 

 

                                                     S 

 

 

The bearing of q from p is 900 + 900 + 900 + 9 = 2790 

 

3. If the bearing of u from v is 400. Find the bearing of V from U. 

Solution: 

                                                                                                  N 

                                                                                     W               E              U 

                                                                                                  S 

                                                   N 

                                                   400 

                         V            W                 E 

                                                    S 

 

 

 

Therefore the bearing of V from U is 900 + 900 + 400 = 2200 

4. If the bearing of Ada from Obi is 1890. What is the bearing of Obi from Ada. 

Solution: 

                                                                                                                      Ada 

 

 

 

                                             N 

 

                   Obi        W                   E 

                                            S 

Therefore the bearing of Ada from Obi is 90. 

 

5. If the bearing of a tree A from tree B is 3000. What is the bearing of tree B from A 

Solution  

                N 

  W                             E 

                  S 

9o 

30o 

30o 

N 

E 

S 

W 
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WEEK EIGHT 

CONSTRUCTION AND BISECTING OF ANGLES 

In geometry, to construct means to draw it accurately. Accurate construction depends on using 

measuring and drawing instruments properly. These drawing/mathematical instruments are 

contained in a box known as the mathematical set. The major instrument inside this box includes; 

a. Ruler: This is sued for measuring lines, lengths of objects and also for drawing straight lines. 

b. Pair of compasses: This is used to draw circles, arcs and sometimes used for dividing a line 

segment into equal or proportional parts. 

c. Protractor: The protractor is used for measuring the size of angle in degrees and is semi-

circular in shape. Also used to draw sectors of circles and semi-circle. 

d. Set squares: These are two in number in a maths set. They are used to draw parallel and 

perpendicular lines and some angles. They have the shape of a right angled triangle. 

e. The pair of dividers: This is used to measure the length of a line segment by marking the 

distance between the two parts. Note: Before starting construction, questions, make a rough 

sketch of what you are going to draw  

Parallel lines are two lines that are extended. The symbol || is used to describe two parallel lines. 

Example; wx || yz, that is,  

                          W                                                                      X 

                           Y                                                                        Z 

Also parallel lines are shown by drawing arrow heads on them and the distance between the parallel 

lines are always the same. 

Question: Construct a line through P so that it is parallel to AB using ruler and set square only. 

                          A                                    P                                     B 

Method: 

a. Place a set square so that one edge is accurately along AB. 

b. Place a ruler along one of the edges of the set square. 

c. Hold the ruler firmly, slide the set squares along the ruler towards P. Stop when the edge that 

was on AB reaches P. Draw a line along this edge of the set square through P. 

d. Therefore the line through P and the line AB are parallel. 

                          A                                                                                     B 

Definition: When two lines meet at right angle, we say that they are perpendicular to each other. 

Question: Construct a line PQ that is perpendicular to line Ab from outside the line. 

Method: 

1. Place a ruler along the given line (PQ) and mark a point O which is not on the line as shown 

below. 

                                                                     P 
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2. Use the two edges of your set square which are the arms of its right angle. Place one of these 

edges along the ruler and slide it along the ruler until the other objects reaches. 

 

 

                           P                                                                         Q 

3. Hold the set square firm. Draw the line through O to meet line PQ perpendicularly as shown 

below. 

 

 

                                           P                                                                               Q 

To bisect a line means to divide a line segment into two equal parts. The line that divides this given 

line segment is perpendicular to it. 

Question: Bisect the straight line AB of any length. 

Method:  

a. Draw a line AB of any given length. 

b. Adjust your pair of compass to a length more than half of length AB. 

c. At A, draw an arc above and below the line AB. 

d. At B, using the same-radii, draw another arc above and below the line ab. 

e. Join the points together. 

 

Rules for Construction 

1. Make sure that all the materials needed for construction are complete. 

2. All construction must be done with pencil only. The pencil must be hard with a sharp point. 

3. The ruler must have a smooth. 

4. The compass point must be sharp. It must be firmly tightened and not loosened. 

5. All construction lines must be left. Do not clean off any drawing. 

6. Always make free hand sketches of any construction. It will guide you when doing proper 

construction. 

 

Construction of angle of 90: 

a. Draw a line segment AB. Mark the mid point O 

 

b. With O as the centre and a convenient radius, make an arc C and D inside AB. 
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c. With C as the centre and at a convenient radius, draw an arc above line AB. 

d. Do the same with D as centre and equal radius as in step C above, draw the second arc to cut 

the first arc at E. 

e. Join OE 

 

 

Note: OE is perpendicular to AB. Angle EOB equals EOA and the equals 90 

 

 

Construction of angle 450 is half of 900 

 

 

Angle 22 ½0 is half of 450 
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Angle 1200 

 

 

 

 

Angle 600 
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Angle 1800 

 

 

Angle 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Angle 150 
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WEEK NINE 

DATA REPRESENTATION 

Definition of Data 

Data was defined as pieces of information obtained through counting, figures, observation or 

measurements which are arranged in a meaningful way. Data is been collected for the purpose of 

planning, analyzing and prediction purposes etc. 

Sources of data includes the following: Federal office of statistics, school records, hospital records, 

police records etc. 

Types of Data 

a. Qualitative data: Is data that are not given in number values eg. Favourable colour, place of 

birth, types of car, narks of students in a test, list of school in LGA. 

b. Quantitative data: Is data with number values. There are two types of quantitative data. 

i. Discrete data: These are obtained by counting the number of things eg. Number of pupils 

in various classes of a school. 

ii. Continuous data: These are data obtained by measuring heights, weights, students 

performance. 

 

Ways of representing data 

1. Using Pie Chart 

2. Using Bar Chart 

3. Histogram 

4. Pictogram 

5. Frequency table 

Use frequency table to represent the following data: 

Example 1: 

1. The following marks were obtained by 25 students in a mathematics test in a school. Use the 

information and represent it in a frequency table. How many students obtained a passmark 

if it is 5. 
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Solution: 

a. Frequency table 

Mark  tally frequency 
2 IIII 5 
3 III 3 
4 IIII 5 
5 IIII 5 
6 II 2 
7 II 2 
8 II 2 
9 I 1 
 TOTAL 25 

 

5, 4, 6, 5, 3 

2, 6, 7, 2, 4 

8, 7, 5, 4, 2 

3, 9, 2, 4, 5 

5, 4, 3, 8, 2 

b. The number of student that scored up to 5 as pass mark is 5 students. 

 

Use of Pictogram 

Example 1 

Represent the question number one with pictogram 

Solution 

Marks pictogram Frequency 
2  5 
3  3 
4  5 
5  5 
6  2 
7  2 
8  2 
9  1 
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The marks represents the scores of the students, frequency is the number of students that has each 

mark and pictogram is the pictures used to represent data. 

 

Use of bar chart to represent data 

Example  

Use bar chart to represent the given data below 

Scores  Frequency 
4 6 
5 7 
6 4 
7 3 
8 5 
9 9 

 

 

 

 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0  4           5            6             7             8               9 
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Use of Pie Chart  

Example 1 

A farmer recorded the following farm products at the end of the year 2016 

Crop  Tonnes 
Oil palm 40 
Groundnut 24 
Cotton 36 
Cocoa 20 

 

Draw a Pie Chart to Illustrate the data  

Solution  

Total number of tonnes = 40 + 24 + 36 + 20 = 120 tonnes  

 

 

Crops  Tonnes Relative values Degrees 
Oil palm 40 40/120 40/120 * 360 = 120 
Groundnut  24 24/120 24/120 * 360 = 72 
Cotton 36 36/120 36/120 * 360 = 108 
Cocoa 20 20/120 20/120 * 360 = 60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1080   

Cotton 

720 

Groundn

ut 

Harvest

Cocoa Cotton Groundnut Oil Palm
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WEEK TEN 

PROBABILITY   

Probability is a measure of likelihood or chance of a required outcome. It is the ratio of required 

outcome to the total number of possible outcome. 

Examples 1 

1. When a ludo die (seed) is rolled, the possible outcomes are the numbers 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. 

a. What is the probability of getting odd numbers? 

b. What is the probability of getting an even number? 

Solution  

 

 

                                     …..        ……            …… 

                                          …      ……… 

 

 

The odd numbers are 1,3,5 and the even numbers are 2,4,6 and 6 is the possible outcome.  

Therefore prob(odd number) = 3/6 =1/2 

The prob(even)number = 3/6 = ½ 

 

Equally likely events 

Let us consider the tossing of a coin. If in the experiment, the turning up of a “Head” is as likely to 

occur as the turning up of a tail, then the two events are said to be equally likely. The coin is then 

called a “fair coin” 

Example 1 

Nos of Ludo seed Tally  Frequency 
1 II 2 
2 IIII 5 
3 IIII 4 
4 III 3 
5 III 3 
6 III 3 
  20 
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Questions 

1. How many times did number 5 appear?  

Ans = 3 times 

2. What is the probability of getting an even number? 

Ans = 11/20 

3. What is the probability of getting a number greater than 4. 

Ans = 6/20 = 3/10 

 

Example 2 

In rolling a dice, what is the probability of obtaining  

1. a 5         Ans = 1/6 

2. a 3         Ans = 1/6 

3. a 6        Ans = 1/6 

total possible outcome = 6 faces 

Example 3 

In a class of 10 boys and 20 girls, a person is selected at random to be a prefect. What is the probability 

that the person selected is  

a. a girl 

b. a boy 

 

Solution:  

total possible outcome = 10 boys + 20 girls = 30 students. 

1. Prob of a girl = 20/30 = 2/3 

2. Prob of getting a boy = 10/30 = 1/3 

 

Example 4 

The probability that a student passes integrated science is 1/6 and the probability that he passes 

Maths is 1/3. Find the probability that he passes  

1. Either maths or Int. Sc. 

2. Both maths and Int.Sc. 

 

 

Solution: 

P[passing Int.Sc] = 1/6 
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P[passing maths] = 1/3 

a. Prob pass either Int.Sc or math = 1/6 + 1/3 = 1+2/6 = 3/6 = ½ 

b. Prob pass [both Int.Sc and maths] 

= 1/3*1/6 = 1/18 

 

Example 5: 

There are 6 white balls, 5 red balls and 4 blue balls of the same size. A boy was asked to pick two balls 

at random with replacement from the box. What is the probability that the balls are  

i. White balls 

ii. Red and white balls 

iii. Red balls 

iv. Blue balls 

v. White and blue balls 

vi. Red and blue ball 

vii. White or red balls. 

 

Solution  

White balls = 6 

Red balls = 5 

Blue balls = 4 

Total possible outcome = 6 + 5 + 4 = 15 balls 

1. Prob (white balls) = 6/15 = 2/5 

2. Prob (red balls) = 5/15 = 1/3 

3. Prob (blue balls) = 4/15 

4. P (W and R) = 2/5 * 1/3 = 2/15 

5. P (white and blue)= 1/3 * 4/15 = 4/15 

6. P (red and blue) = 1/3 * 4/15 = 4/45 

7. P (white or red) = 2/5 * 1/3 = 6 + 5/15 = 11/15 

  


